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Abstract 
A summary is given of experimental results on spin structure func

tions of the proton <fi{x,Q2), deuteron 3? (x,Q a ) , and neutron sf(i,<5 a) 
as measured in deep inelastic scattering of polarized leptons from a 
polarized target. All results are consistent with the Bjorkcu sum rule 
predictions at the Q2 of each experiment. The data do not support the 
Ellis-Jaffe sum rule prediction for the proton which implies that the 
helicity carried by the strange quark may be nonzero and that the net 
quark lielicity is smaller than expected from simple quark models. 
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1. Introduction 

Measurements of the spin-dependent structure functions gt(x, Q7) for the proton, 
deuteron, and neutron arc valuable tools used to understand the complex nature of 
nucleon spin structure. The structure functions are used for testing sum rules and in 
the quark model can be used to determine the fraction of the nucleon hehcity carried 
by constituent quarks. 

The flpiii-dcpcndcnt structure functions gi(x, Q7) and gi(x, Q7) arc extracted from 
measured deep inelastic cross-section asymmetries. The longitudinal and transverse 
asymmetries are defined as 

(l) o-i- + <rf" 

where <r"(<r i r) corresponds to the measured inclusive cross section for parallel (an-
tiparallel) beam and target longitudinal polarizations; <71*"(o1' -) is similar, except the 
target polarization is transverse; E and E' are the incident and scattered lepton ener
gies, 9 is the scattering angle, Q2 is the four-momentum transfer squared, v = E~E\ 
x = Q7f2Mv, and M is the mass of the micleon. The factor / is defined by the un-
polarittsl Htructure functions, Fi{x,Q7) and FfaQ7) ~ F2{x,Q7)(l + i1)/{2x(l + 

f - 1 l 1 - ' (2) 

where R{x, Q7) = Oijoj is the ratio of longitudinal and transverse virtual photoab-
sorption cross-sections, f = 1/(1 + 2(1 + v*/Q'2)tariI{9/2)) is the longitudinal virtual 
photon polarization, and -y2 = Q7/"3- Also of interest are the virtual photon absorp
tion asymmetries 

At . 5 a ^ s a = (s,(x,g')-•T!s1(I,«1))/F,^.«,) 

01/1 + "3/1 

where Ot/i and o3/2 are the helicity conserving and nonconserving virtual photon-
nucleon absorption cross sections, and OTL is an interference term between the 
transverse and longitudinal photon-nuclcon amplitudes. Equations (1) to (3) can be 
combined to givo 

F, 
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In the limit that 0 Is small and 7 is smell, Eq. (4) reduces to the often-used expressions 

where Z> = ( 1 - E?e/E)f(l + tR(x, (? 3) is the virtual photon depolarization factor. 

1.1, Sum Rules 

A. sum rule originally developed by Bjorkcn (1| relates the integral over the dif-
feiftce between the proton and neutron spin structure functions to the nuclcon beta 
decay weak coupling constants. It is believed to be strictly valid at infinite Q2: 

A s f M - s K * ) ) * * = F — f»' Q'-oo, (6) 
Jo b gv 

when QA and gv ore the nucleon axial-vector and vector coupling constants and 
SAISV "•• 12573 ± 0.0038 [2], The advent of QCD corrections has brought this sum 
rule into th(; regime where it, and thus the QCD corrections, can be experimentally 
tested. These nonsinglct corrections to order three for three quark flavors are [3] 

CNS = L ^ ! ) _ 3 . 5 8 ( ^ ) a - 2 0 . 2 2 ( ^ ) 3 ' (7) 

where M Q 1 ) is the strong coupling constant. 
Other sum rules of interest, although less rigorous, are the Ellis-Jaffa sum rules 

[4) which were derived using SU(3) symmetry unci assuming the strange sea in the 
nudeons is unpolarized. Including second order QCD singlet corrections (5], Cs, they 
are expressed: 

T?(Q2) - J* fi(x,&) d* = ^ [CNS(3F + D) + 2CS{3F~D)} 

r?«?a) = £fi{x,<?)dx = g [-DC„S + CS(3F-P)\ , (8) 

where F and D are weak hyperon decay constants and can be extracted from the 
data {6] F/D = O.i.75 ± 0.016 and F + D = gA/gv. 

1.2. Quark Model Interpretation 

In the quark model, the spin-dependent structure function ffifx) is interpreted 
as the charge-weighted difference between momentum distributions for quarks with 
belirities aligned parallel (|) and antiparallel ( |) to that of the nucleon: 

(9) 



where c\ is the charge of quark species i, and q{\ (x) are the quark plus antiquark 
momentum distributions. The quantity /J A ^ ( i ) d i = Ai refers to the helicity of 
quark species i = u, d, s in the proton, and A? = Au + Ad + As is the net helicity 
of quarks. Using measurements of /J g\{x)dx, WflVi and F/D, as well as the QCD 
corrections to the sum rules, the quantities A| can be separately extracted. 

2. Ear ly SLAC and E M C Exper iments 

The earnest spin Etructure -xperiments, E80 J7], E130 [8), and EMC [9] measured 
/In for the proton only. In orcer to extract information on the structure function 
fi&iQ1), it was necessary to make assumptions as indicated in Eq- (5). The SLAC 
[7,8| data are statistics limited and only cover an x range greater than 0.1. It was not 
until EMC (9] measured g%(x,Q2) with higher precision down to an x of 0.015 that 
the so-called "spin crisis" was born. These results indicated that the proton Ellis- Jaffe 
sum rule was violated. The EMC reported a measured value of Vp = 0.126 ± 0.018 
at Q7 = 10.7 (GeV/c) a, while the sum rule predicted T p = 0.1 75 ± 0.007 at the 
same Q2. In addition, the extracted quark helicities were Ag = 0.12 ± 0.17 and 
As = -0.19±0.06. The total quark helicity was small and consistent with zero, while 
the strange quark helicity was negative and inconsistent with zero. This unexpected 
result has generated a lot of interest in the physics community. Many theoretical 
papers have surfaced to explain the data, better QCD corrections have been calculated 
which bring the predictions closer to experimental results, and extensive experimental 
programs at SLAC, CERN, and HERA werti begun to learn more about the proton 
spin structure, and to make the first measurements of the neutron spin structure. 
Although it is generally believed that there is no "crisis" today, the impact on both 
theoretical and experimental spin structure physics has been great, and has thus 
served to further our understanding of nuclear structure. 

3 . T h e next generat ion: SMC, E142, and E143 

New data have recently become available from the SMC [10,11] experiment at 
CEflN, and the E142 (12] and EH3 (13) experiments at SLAC. Tbcse data include 
the first measurements on dcuterons and 'He, as well as significantly more precise 
proton data. 

3.1. SMC 

The first stage of SMC experiment measured spin structure functions for 
dfiiiti'ri",, |ioj T n e average energy of the incident muon beam was 100 GeV, polar-
. a iu 80%. The target was composed of dcutcrated butanol beads polarized using 

Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) to an average polarization of around 40%. 
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Targct polarization reversal occuir^H. ibout every eight hours. The kinematics covered 
were 0.006 < x < 0.60 and (Q3) = 4.7 (GeV/c) a , and only A% was measured. 

The second stage of this experiment measured proton spin structure functions 
[11]. The average energy of the muon beam was increased to 190 GcV. The target 
material was butanol with an average polarization of 86%, and polarization rever
sals occurred every five hours. The kinematics covered were 0.003 < x < 0.70 and 
(Q a) = 10 (GeV/c) 3, and both At and AL [14] were measured. 

The SMC data and the SLAG data ore complimentary. The kinematic range cov
ered by SMC is very good, but the statistics are limited. The SLAC experiments nrc 
limited in their kinematic coverage, but have very small statistics. 

3.2. FA4& 

E142 (12) measured neutron spin structure functions using an electron beam inci
dent on a 3He gas target. The energy of the incident beam ranged from 19.4-25.5 GcV, 
and had an average polarization of 39%. The beam helicity was randomly selected 
on a pulse-to-pulse basis. Polarization of the target occurred via spin-exchange with 
optically pumped rubidium vapor with the average polarization around 35%. The 
kinematics covered were 0.03 < x < 0.6 and <C?a) = 2 (GeV/c) 2, and both A9 and 
A± wore measured. 

3.3. BUS 

£1411 [13] measured spin structure functions for the proton and deuteron with 
electron beam energies of 9.7, 16.2, and 29.1 GcV. Only the proton data at E=29.1 
GeV are currently available. The average beam polarization was increased from that 
of EJ42 to 84% for this experiment. The targets used were 1 S NH 3 and 1 5 ND 3 , polarized 
via DNP to average polarizations of around 65% and 25%, respectively. 
The kinematics covered were 0.029 < i < 0.8 and {Q2) = 3 (GeV/c) a, and both 
A$ and A± were measured. 

3-4- NeutrvTi/Deuteron Data Summary 

The asymmetry and extracted xgt results for the SMC and E142 experiments 
are shown in Fig. 1. A world fit to all nvailable proton spin structure function data 
was used to extnuit neutron asymmetries from the measured SMC deuterium results. 
These agree well with the E142 measured asymmetries. Table 1 shows a summary 
of the deuteron and neutron sum rule measurements and predictions. Consecutively, 
the rows in Table 1 show the average Q2 of the measurements/calculations; the tar
get type (d for deuterium and n for neutron); the strong coupling constant a,{Q2) 
at the Q"1 indicated; the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule prediction for the given target type 
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(a) The top figure shows the SMC A* results, and (he bottom Figure shows xgi for the 

SMC mcuBUrcmcnU evolved lo a constant Q2 of 4.7 (GcV/c)3. (b) The top figutfl shows the EI43 
A" results abiig with SMC results which were nitraetn! from the deuterium datfl iwinR & world fit 
to nil available proton data. The bottom figure shown xg\ for the E142 measurments evolved to 
a constant Q a of 2.0 (GeV/c)3. All errors shown are statistical. 

and Q1; the experimental sum rule integral; the tartracted quark helicity content vari
ables, Aq and As; The Bjorken sum rule prediction for the given Q2; and finally, the 
measured Bjnrken integral. The errore on the sum rule predictions have been updated 
to include uii uncertainty on neglected higher order QCD corrections- This error for 
the nonsinglet correction is assigned to be the estimated fourth-order correction (15|. 
Similarly, this error for the singlet correction is assigned to be the estimated third-
order correction [16]. This uncertainty becomes significant for the low Q2 predictions. 
The quantities A? and As have been updated from the original published values to 
reflect improved QCD corrections. The Bjorkcn integral experimental results were 
obtained using E143 proton data evolved to the appropriate Q2. 

The lirst two columns of Table 1 show measured results at the average Q 3 of 
the indicated experiment. The third column shows the E142 results evolved to a Q"1 

of 5 (GeV/c) 3. The Q2 evolution was done in an approximate way, using the 
Q2 dependence of the QCD corrections, the quark model interpret! _on of the nucleon, 
and a simple model for the As contribution. This model assumes that As varies 



Table 1: Neutron/Deuteron sum rule summary. 

SMC E142 E142 

<? (GeV/c) 1 5 2 5 
Target d n n 
i » 0.26 ± 0.04 0.40 ±0.05 0.26 ± 0.04 
EJpred. 0.077 ± 0.004 -0.008 ±0.007 -0.016 ±0.005 
T meas. 0.023 ± 0.025 -0.022 ±0.011 -0.027 ±0.014 
A , 0.10 ± 0.20 0.44 ±0.12 0.47 ±0.13 
Aa -0.16 ± 0.09 -0.05 ± 0.04 -0.04 ± 0.05 
BJ pred. 0.18510.006 0.162 ±0.012 0.185 ±0.006 
T p — T„ meas. 0.224 ±0.059 0.146 ±0.015 0.164 ±0.018 

sufficiently slowly with Q2 such that it can he estimated using the world average value 
of -0.10 ± 0.03. The extracted value for As from the evolved data is consistent with 
the model assumptions. 

As can be seen from the table, the results from SMC and E142 are consistent 
with each other, and both sets of data agree with the Bjorken sum rule prediction. 
The E142 result supports the Ellis-Jaffe prediction, while the SMC result does not. 
This has important consequences for the quark model interpretation. From the SMC 
result, a negative As is extracted which is inconsistent with zero, and a small Atf 
is also extracted; however, both of these quantics have large errors. The E142 data 
indicate a As which is consistent with zero and a large value of Aq compared to the 
SMC deuterium results and all proton results. Clearly, more data on deuterons and 
neutrons are needed to sort out this difference in interpretations. 

•1.5. Froton Data Summary 

Recent proton results for gi/F} are shown in Fig. 2. The E80 and EMC proton 
results were not included to avoid confusion on the plot, but all the proton data are 
in very good agreement. The E130 data were converted to g\fF\ assuming A±. = 0. 
For the large beam energies of the SMC experiment the expression g\jFi = A\ is 
valid, but this is only an approximation at the SLAC kinematics. IL ig the fits to 
*?{*,Q*) |17] and R(x,(5 2) (18] to evaluate FUz.Q 1 ) at a f ixedQ 3 = 30{GfiV/c)*, 
the E143 data are evolved to a constant Q2 assuming g\/F\ is independent of Q2. 
These results are shown in Fig. 3. Table 2 shows a summary of th most recent (and 
precise) proton sum rule measurements and predictions. The rows in the tahln are 
defined as in Table 1. The experimental Bjorken integral results were evaluated using 
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Fig. 2. Results Tor Ji/i-'i for tho proton for experiments E143, EI30, end SMC. Dulu from 
ESO and EMC have been left off the plot in order to see the most recent data clearly. All 
tho proton data from all experiments arc in good agreement. Errors include statistical only. 
The systematic error hand is shown far the most precise measurementn from EIA3. 

Table 2: Proton sum rule summary. 

SMC SMC E143 E143 

Q ! (GeV/c) 1 

EJ pred. 
rmeas . 
A , 
As 
BJ pred. 

10 5 3 5 
0.23 ±0.02 0.26 ±0.04 0.35 ±0.05 0.26 ±0.04 

0.171 ±0.004 0.169±0.0O5 0.160±0.006 0.169±0.005 
0.136±0.016 0.134±0.016 0.129±0.010 0.13T±0.011 

0.25±0.15 D.25±0.15 0.29±0.11 0.29±0.11 
-0 .11±0.05 -0 .11±0 .05 -0 .10±0.04 -0 .10±0.04 
0.189 ±0.003 0.185 ±0.006 0.171 ±0.010 0.185 ±0.006 

-r„meiui . 0.164 ±0.022 0.161 ±0.021 0.153 ±0.016 0.164 ± 0.018 
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Fig. 3. The structure function g\ (scaled by x) from E143 is shown at a fixed 
Q2=3.0 (GeV/c)a. The errors ore statistical only. 

E142 data evolved to the appropriate Q7. Columns 1 and 3 show the SMC and E143 
results at the average experimental Q3 values of 10 and 3 (GeV/c) a, respectively. 
Columns 2 and 3 show the same results evolved to a constant Q2 = 5 (GeV/c) . 

The method of evolving was discussed in the neutron/deuteron results section. 
The two experiments agree very well, especially after being evolved to the same f? 2. 
The data are consistent with the Ellis-JidTe sum rule being violated, but the Bjorken 
sum rule predictions are in good agreement with the data. The net quark hclicity 
content Ao is small compared to the naive relativistic quark model expectation of 
0.75. The strange quark helicity A* is negative and inconsistent with zero. 

A comparison of all the experimental results on extracted quark helicity content 
is shown in Fig. 4. These results are evolved to Q2= 5 (GeV/c) a. The agreement 
between experiments is good. It is important to note that when only first order QCD 
corrections are included and the data are not evolved to the same Q3, the agreement 
between experiments is not nearly as good. Thus, it is very important to treat the 
data properly before different experiments can bn compared to each other. An error-
weighted average over all experiments of these results yields As = -0.10 ± 0.03 and 
A? = 0.29 ±0.07. 
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Fig. 4. The rjwirk hclicily content of the proton asextrflctcd frum various measurements 
is shown for Aq vnntus As. The data, have been evolved to a constant (J 2 z> 5 (CeV/c)2. 
and include third order ntm-iiiiglct QCD corrections and second order singlnt QCD 
corrections. All experimciitii iiic in reasonable agreement within errors. 

4. Conclusions and Outlook 

The spin structure function data support the Bjorken sum rule predictions, and 
thus an important test of QCD is passed; however, the Ellis- Jaffc sum rule predictions 
for the proton are violated. In the context of the quark model, this implies that a 
nonnegligible fraction of the proton helicity is carried by either strange quarks, gluons, 
or both. The last hope for the Ellis-Jaffe predictions may be found in the low-x 
extrapolation. The SMC proton data hint that jf(x) starts to rise at low x rather 
than remaining constant as extrapolations to zero have assumed. A confirmation of 
this result with improved precision could conceivably change our interpretation of the 
experimental results [19]. 

A number of experimental programs will produce new spin structure results in 
the future, and thus provide more stringent sum rule tests. Already measured E143 
data on deuterium, transverse structure functions, and Q* dependent studies will be 
available soon. The SMC will take more data on both proton and dcutcron targets, 
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which will be valuable for the low-i information. A new program at SLAC will begin in 
the fall of 1995 using a 50 CcV incident electron beam and new small-angle magnetic 
spectrometers. This program includes £154 [20] with a 3 He target and £155 |21] with 
1 S NH 3 and 1 5 NH 3 targets. Also, HERMES at HERA [22] is approved to measure 
spin-dependent structure functions of the proton &ad neutron starting in the fall of 
1995. The data from these experiments will improve our understanding of the nucleon 
spin structure, and should answer many questions that have arisen due to current 
experimental results. 
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